Whether Turkey is a really safe haven henceforward for both Turkish and Syrians
The flow of immigrants to Turkey and legal status of them
By the end of cold war, Syrian Civil War has been discussed as the worst human tragedies and described as the Turkey as a safe haven which has been welcoming of more than 2.5 millions of Syrian people without any ethnic or sectarian discrimination for more than four years. In the process of Arab Spring related civil unrests and following chaos in the M iddle East (as a prevalent Orientalist concept used for South-western Asia), admittedly the deepest security gap has been emerged in Syria and this gap stretching out its borders through neighbour countries toward Europe across Turkey. Not only regime's attacks on civilians, and also internal armed groups, and external rooted fundamental groups collaborating local tribes have been storming the life conditions for civilians. In this paper, it is discussed that indications about extension of war in Syria show us Syrian people with a large population of children (54%) would have sustain their lives in Turkey. This paper has been planned to make an introduction to security and securitization problem growing together in Turkey around children refugees (officially asylum seekers) from Syria in a method of literature review and fact analysis in the light of the theories on security issues because of asylum seekers and theories on exclusion of invisible others in any society . Syrian Civil war has transformed into battle war since opposition groups began to be armed against regime forces and then, the external terrorist groups, which are informally backed by global powers, has interrupted Syrian internal power struggle. Two clear security gaps have been emerged in this process for bordering countries; the threats of these terrorist groups' activities stretching over both Syrian and host communities and the flow of migrants from Syria without any discern of criminals or spies of terrorist groups. This paper has been focused on second kind of security issue which needs to be pondered on pauper Syrian children as the most vulnerable group in asylum seekers. Unless the lower class and under class originated children who are exploited by their parents and criminal groups are integrated in social system by social policies, these children will be easily inclined to commit crimes disturbing security of public order. Because of that cross-border criminal activities could be easier by open borders, weak states controls, non-registered immigration flows, criminal gangs have been operated in two sides of border have been organising refugee flow in urban spaces and exploited poor Syrian children and women. [1] Turkish policy makers should take consider a future projection of pauper refugee children and take precautions to risks for societal security related to refugee crisis [2] which is incubated by criminal gangs' manipulation over vulnerable refugee groups. Children as the largest vulnerable group in immigrants suffering in poor conditions in urban have been defined as lost generation by UNHCR reports. [3] Syrian people have fled not only from violence of regime and militant groups, but also from poverty, unemployment, honour and shame codes, destructed patriarchal hierarchy within the kinship. As a bordering country Turkey has faced political, economical and sociological problems because of the dynamics of Syrian war and its gradually complicating frame continues to dislocate Syrians crossing border of Turkey. Although Turkey as an emerging market which has many crisis of adaptation to neoliberal world within its social and cultural indicators [4] , Turkish state, NGOs and citizens have welcomed Syrian 'guests' as best as one can do in initial term of flows for the sake of humanity. Pushing effects of civil war and its turning to trench warfare in Syria have made refugee influx continued; and the world's greatest refugee mobility has emerged with many problems of managing high amount of people without documents. Certainly Syrian migrants have some problem with identified as refugee within Turkish migration policies which have no acceptance of people as refugees from non-European countries, decided in The 1951 Refugee Convention Geneva. [5] Although she signed The 1969 Protocol, she has no room for improvements of geographical restrictions for definition of refugee. Turkey defines Syrians under the term temporary protected status which is originated in USA migration policies for p eople of countries which civil war is going on. [6] In this legal status frame, Syrians are not regarded as refugees and they are considered as asylum seekers or illegal migrants whether they are registered. UNHCR has been continually updating the population of total recorded Syrian migrants which is declared as 2.181.293 in Turkey. [7] This population is argued as the greatest in the world and the burden of refugee flow is too heavy for Turkey which has 10.529 $ GDP (2014) [8] relatively when it is compared to advanced economies in EU. However a large amount of unrecorded Syrian migrant population has been resettled out of the 24 camps which are located in 10 different cities of Eastern region of Turkey and municipalities in almost all cities allocate aids for Syrians. Turkish institutions have been mobilised to provide humanitarian aid and relief works, and NGOs and other public groups have organized to help them; totally Turkey have spent more than 7 billion dollars as to explanations of executives to set a life in a system in camps discussed as 'the best camps' ever in worldwide by global media and UNHCR. [9] Without any notable support of UN, external agencies and wealthier countries, these affords of Turkish institutions and people could only contain 261.301 Syrian in camps (equals only % 12.5) [10] and registered Syrians living out of the camps. Plus to economic burden of refugees, it pressures on local people that Syrians more than the local population (or in a high percentage as to local population) have resettled in some cities along the border such as Kilis. This type of influxes creates a deep shock in local people and threatens the order of society because of that local people have stayed as minority in their own land. [11] However course of events both in Syria's complicated and blurred future, and structural problems, poor conditions and criminal incidents committed by Syrians happening in Turkey have shown that these guests would be neighbours of them and unless they would not be integrated in Turkish system and social capital of Turkey they would threaten host communities security, properties, opportunities.
European indifference on this tragedy of refugee problem
Turkish definition problem of refugees may be one of the causes in the motivation for the change in Turkey's position in refugee influx. This has been problematic for Europe in the second period of 2015, when Syrians have been transformed to "boat people" who struggle to illegally emigrate in a second country to get a better standardised European life style than they have got in Turkey. Although desperate refugees pay to smugglers and criminal gangs for this dangerous travel, they have been squeezed inhuman plastic boats and sail for death. Refugees have taken as much terrible risks to arrive at shores of EU islands, yet in case of that they have accidentally reached to any territory of EU, surely they have encountered with an ill-treatment and hostility towards them. Global attention on this deep tragedy of Syrians were finally able to be drawn by a little refugee child's (Ailan) photo which is popularised and instrumentalised by and for media. By symbolic power of images coded in this photo influenced public opinion pressuring for opening borders. [12] Yet, these well-intentioned actions evaporated after people's common sense, which was hurt by Ailan's photo, was satisfied by displays of giving affection, presents, relieves them. M any these kinds of refugee floods from the M iddle East have made Europeans standing on tenterhook and EU tries to deal with Turkey to get rid of their refugee coming back to Turkey in return for fiscal aid, visa privileges and new talks on Turkey -EU membershipIn addition to European indifference caused in political disasters, too. NATO underestimated Turkey's suggestion for establishment of No-Fly Zone (NFZ) to protect civilians off more influx. In this process, global organisations turned a deaf ear to mass refugee problem of Turkey until Syrian refugees have swarmed in the portsides of Aegean region to arrive at the EU lands by boats or forced the EU door by walk through the border fences. As for Syria , today Russia have burst upon Syrian case and established NFZ on which NATO had just begun to argue. [13] 
Syrians positioning out of the camp conditions in Turkey
Approximately two million (official data: 1.919.992) Syrians have been scattered around all urban cities and just % 12.5 of total recorded asylum seekers have been concentrated in secure shelters, with basic necessities and safe water, health and food aids, education and vocational courses, and a system of sustenance opportunities for them to maintain their daily routines in camps. Even this system is not enough, it seems relatively better than scattering around the urban streets' ground and beg for money and harass host community. It is shown in many reports that refugees in camps have not lost their bound with their homeland and expected to return after clashes end. [14] This tendency to expect for return home can be cited as the result of being isolated to be integrated in host community. For children mental health causalities and traumas have no much chance to be healed in isolated camps. [15] Generally, my focus on children in lost generation discourse does not include children of relatively wealthier families. It could be cited that people from different classes and status in Syria have been experienced different faces of being refugee in host community. Some Syrians originated in middle and high class have settled in urban areas, rented or bought flats; many entrepreneurs have invested in Turkey such that it is recorded as 26 % of foreign investments belonging to Syrians in 2014; they have opened their own schools and centres for their children. Wealthy Syrians whether they may not oppose to regime, have crossed the borders because of the damaged market and deteriorated economic conditions for keeping life standards, protecting properties and status they had in Syria. [16] They have transferred their wealth to Turkey so they have been able to keep their position in any society by their class roots. They could never be construed as vulnerable as in a comparison with propertyless, peasant, working and under class originated refugees especially their children. The largest group in Syrian refugees, majority of children in families who could not achieve to transfer their properties to Turkey, live out of the camps and take part in or witness to the connection with illegal earning mechanisms in Turkey to maintain their families' lives. Lower class originated refugee children out of the camps have faced a deep poverty, exploitation and exclusion due to their tendencies in harassing style and committing crime. Thus, Syrian people in Turkey as a class in itself is vetted in the diversion of living bad and unhealthy conditions in urban areas, in the publicly shared locations such as parks and gardens, in abandoned and demolished buildings, in ruinous flats, rooms without sanitary living conditions. M any insecure conditions have been set for children, malnutrition, and lack of education, poor health care and emotional distress lead them get into criminal gangs and illegal groups. [17] Conflict potential among Turkish citizens and Syrian p eople with a projection for these women and children without any formal and civil integration policy have been exploited by local opportunist and they also try to enjoy their victimization by alleging rights to have concession.
For the deep potential conflicts, resolution and social policy ought to be planned to support refugees whose integration in social system, crucially help them to formulate an identity and self esteem, sociocultural value system, give them reasons to live peacefully and accept them as a part of society. [18] This kind of social policies could be cursed by Foucauldian approach because of control mechanism of the state institutions over bodies; nevertheless without any social and economic capital, poor refugees who need shelter, food, health care, education and employment are vulnerable to be socialized in illegal organisations; this risk for losing this generation in the control of criminal groups alleviate the negative sides of defence for bio-political thoughts for marginalised un-protected communities. [19] Today these children have been considered a minor threat for public with their harassing style which is taught to them by men who organise their arrival and articulation as beggars to such as metropolis Istanbul. Until this period, both of state institutions and host communities in various cities in Turkey have shown a deep hospitable attitude toward Syrian people mostly comprised of women and children. However, out of the camps, life and safety conditions of especially for lower class Syrian people have been getting worse day by day because of security related problems emerging between citizens and Syrians, even in the border cities where local people have more cultural values in common with Syrian community. Because of the lack of resources, unemployment, rising prices and incidents of murders, robbery, and prostitution by Syrians irritate host community against this long-term 'guest'. In Eastern bordering cities, family structure has been influenced by Syrian women cracking by the illegal marriages with Turkish husbands. Also, Syrian men have been considered as quisling traitors and awkward who escape from defending their own country in the eye of public. The psychology of scapegoating which is an easily referred mechanism over migrants [20] have been inevitably engaged by local citizens and rising tension because of the soaring prices managed by opportunist capitalists, damages in family structure by Syrian women in marriage market and also Syrians' attacks and criminal actions happened in Turkey. Burden of many myths about migrants which relates to sale competition, labour market, unemployment of the local citizens, prostitution, should not be generalised for all poor Syrian refugees because of that attitude eradicates all possibilities of integration of them.
Conclusion: importance of integration policies for children
Generalizing of criminal cases over all Syrian refugees brings many other risks of marginalising them and getting them out of the societal system and makes them whetted against local people in future. By a projection of ten years after, those children who are now partly canalized in beggar groups at the streets, could be exactly predicted as being integrated in criminal social binds at streets; they may easily commit crimes (drug use and sell, pick pocketing, robbing, pandering, harassment, rape, injury, murder etc.) in public, unless they are integrated in society as valuable individuals for social capital of Turkey. Today's beggar children could turn into tomorrow's young marginalised adults who may serve for criminal gangs in this process without an ordinary and safe life and values binding them to the public and legal order. [21] So, exclusion of Syrians with these kinds of emerging problems operates with stereo-typing mechanisms and children of this refugee community lose the ground to stand in hosting society. This kind of stigmatisations make them accepted a spoiled identity and tend to part in criminal groups. [22] This means that excluding and stigmatising Syrians in Turkish society looks inevitable but integration policies, this discrimination against refugees Syrians take societal security in mess and in future there could be no effective solution except taking these children in the legal system when they are children, by educating them and giving them an identity belonging to whole Turkish society.
